
Fully Automated 
Identity Verification

16,000+ ID documents
220+ Countries
142 Languages & typesets

Anyone, Anywhere, Anytime
OCR Labs is a simple way to remotely verify your customers’ identity in seconds. We can verify the identity of anyone, anywhere, anytime - with just 

their ID and a smartphone. 

We built all of our technology from scratch, and continually update it to stop fraudsters and impersonators before they can access your platform. 

With our unique approach to delivering ID verification - which doesn’t rely on a template library or expensive human agents - we are able to help 

you drastically reduce overhead costs and rapidly speed up your verification process while meeting local regulations without compromising on 

customer experience.

Like our technology, we’re a global company with offices in the UK, Australia, Turkey, and the USA - so we can meet you wherever you are. 

Our deep learning technology allows you to securely and quickly verify your 

customers’ information wherever they are, without slowing down the application - 

rapidly improving both fraud and conversion rates simultaneously. 

Meet your regulation and compliance needs

Our platform meets the most stringent privacy, security, and integrity standards 

- as well as covers almost every identity document in the world without relying 

on an ID template library. Extract and verify information from the identity 

document against local databases to meet your KYC and AML obligations with 

a simple API integration.

Maximise customer experience

Verify new users from anywhere, 

on any smartphone, with our fully 

automated solution. With no need 

for agent intervention and a quick, 

definitive outcome, you’ll reduce drop-

offs and increase conversion without 

compromising customer experience.

Speed up your verification process

Our platform gives you access to a fully automated 

solution with over 16,000+ recognised documents and 

142 languages/typesets, with the ability to transliterate 

back to your CRM language with zero manual 

intervention required. 

Accurate biometric verification, 

always

With our biometric verification, you can 

spot real, live customers making a genuine 

attempt to sign up - enabling you to spot 

bad actors while still equipping you with 

the adequate recordkeeping need for 

genuine customers in line with regulations.

Reauthentication made frictionless

Quickly and securely reauthenticate users 

with biometric liveness, using their originally 

approved ID document to ensure only your 

verified customers have the ability to access 

their accounts and your products. The entire 

process can be embedded in your platform for 

improved user experience and retention.

Get up and running with OCR Labs quickly using our secure and reliable API or dashboard. 

Visit ocrlabs.com to learn more or email hello@ocrlabs.com to speak with us.
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